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In Oriental countries where Chinese characters are used, such as China, 
Japan, and Korea, the Chinese term ti-li :ilfl!lll. (Japanese chiri) is employed to 
correspond to the English geography, the French geographie, and the German 
Geographie. Needless- to say, however, this word ti-li was not invented as a 
translation of the European idea. Instances of its usage are very old; in the 
Chinese classic 1-ching £~ (The Book of Change), J--lsi-tz'u shang-chuan 
!!lt!!¥J::/i!J, thought to have been completed in the second century B.C., we find 
this passage: 1 ) 

"I £ (divination) was made in the image of I-leaven and Earth. There
fore it includes the basic principles of I-leaven and Earth without excep
tion. The learned men look up and contemplate the phenomena of 
I-leaven (t'ien-wi!n :R51:); they look down and observe the patterns of the 
land (ti-li Ji!!Jlll). This is how they can know both the profound reason 
and the revealed phenomena at the same time." £!/il.:R>l!!Ji!;. lt(fjfelfflr.i:R>l!! 
zrn:. {!!J:Jl!~:R51:, ffiJ;,\li\/J\-tiJJ!l!. :Ji!:lt(:);olil!JIJ/lzlt(. 

Here we find ti-li used as a concept in contraposition to l'ien-wen. Taking in
to account the content of the 1-ching, we may easily imagine that t'ien-wen 
and ti-li as used here have a deep connection wi.th divinatory activities. In
deed, there is no elucidation of the concrete meaning of ti-li in this instance; 
but we may deduce from later usages of the word that a strong possibility 
exists of a connection with the so-callecl k'an-yu J\lj;Jif;! (heaven and earth) or 
fi!ng-shui !iii\:11, (wind and water), geomancy techniques concerned with the 
standards of choosing locations for houses, tombs, villages, castles, etc. Actual
ly, the word ti-li was used throughout history as a synonym for k'an-yu and 
feng-shui. Many Chinese classics having ti-li as their themes are concerned 
primarily with geomancy, and do not expound the idea of "geography" in its 
Western sense. These works are filled with difficult termjnology, lapsing into 
empty formalism; from a scientific point of view, they may be disregarded as 
superstitions not worthy of serious consideration. But originally th.ese works 
were the product of sincere efforts on the part of the Chinese people, whether 
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singly or in groups, to seek locations of well-being on the land, both during 
life and alter death, and as such cannot be regarded as completely baseless. 
The urge to establish a standard of judgement for selection of suitable land, 
according to various conditions such as direction, soil, land forms, water cur
rents, etc., was actually a locational orientation and a concept of environmen
tal assessment. Granted this, we might almost say that a "geographical view
point" in the modern sense was latent in these ideas of ti-li. 

1. The Double Sense of Ti·li :li!!'IJI! 

It has been concluded that ti-li appears in a geomantic connection in the 
I-ching, Hsi-tz'u shang-chuan; but this does not mean that the idea was invari
ably the subject of divinatory practices in Chinese society. This may be 
seen from the fact that in the official history Han-shu ~ii (History of the 
Han Dynasty), compiled by Pan Ku ,/Iwal in the first century A.D., Ti-Ii chih 
Jll?Jfili'e;; is the title given to the section dealing· with expository material of 
Yu-kung ~:,t (Tribute of Yu), administrative divisions of the Han dynasty, and 
the unique Chinese teaching of fi!n-yeh 5J-l!f, which forms the basis for the 
idea of the correspondence of heaven and earth. In this work the conditions 
of the realm, ·which are important source materials for the understanding 
of the history of the Han Empire, are described, and a divinatory element is 
all but nonexistent. VVhat kinds of meanings, then, did this single term ti-li 
convey? As. the characters show, it obviously refers to features of the land, 
indeed of the Earth, and is thought to have indicated the various conditions, 
in fact the true state of things, on the Earth. But let us seek the meaning of 
the word from its actual usage in ancient literature. Mere mention of the 
word, as in the case of the 1-ching, is not useful as a reference; if we look for 
examples of usage from which a concrete meaning may be deduced, the first 
work that comes to mind is the Sui-shu [lllfi (History of the Sui Dynasty), 
Ching-chi chih j!i,,llii/.; (Bibliographical Section) (656 A.D.). In the chapter 2, 
works belonging under the heading of "History" are listed; among them, a 
total of 139 books and 1432 chapters concerning topography and travel, in
cluding such works as Shan-hai ching 11Ji'/ll'm¥ (Classic of the Mountains and 
Rivers), Shui-ching 71':m¥ (Waterways Classic), and Fo-kuo chi iilllli!B (Records 
of Buddhist Countries) are collected in a separate area. A number of groups 
listed as belonging to certain sections are, as a general rule, given a title of 
"-Section"; in contrast, no section name has been given to the listing of 
topography and travel, the following explanation alone being provided: 

"In the Ch'i Jl1I' period (479-502 A.D.), Lu Ch'eng @€ill' gathered the 
opinions of 160 learned men and dividing them into groups according to 
time and place, edited the Ti-Ii shu Jt!JJ,il'li, (Book of Geography). Jen 
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Fang ffl!;lj added the views of a further 84 wise men to this work, and 
called his expanded version Ti-chi Jif!iB (Records of Farth). In the Ch'en 
!ii( period (557-589 A.D.), Ku Yeh-wang liillif=E made the work Yii-ti 
chih ~Jtl:t~ by a selective compilation of the ·words of many experts .... 
At present, of the records of Jen and Lu,_ some have expanded into 
separate works; we have inserted the names of these works at the each 
front. Other works have been cited back these. In this way we have 
considered to be helpful to readers in understanding this bibliography 

under geographical headings." :i!l'llil', ~i'.UR-s1'-t%'czwl:, iikcl'tilir{iUUr, 
lfujjjj:iW, lfll, '.ITT!! zli!ll!l1-ic. ifll15Y.li~mz-e A -t rzB%'c, ITTl zli!lie. W~i'J'iir :rr.PJ,il 
,it%'cz1'i', 11~li!l;e;. ccrrofcl) 4if • ~=%'cmiezf'ljjjjY.31Jrr'i'i, %ii!l<'i'Ec<tifzJ:. 
El jj\ 11( z /kr. tJ vm Ji!l ll!1 z ie ~ . 

Reading this passage, we may guess that in the mid-7th century, the conven
tion had not yet been fixed to refer to works of the topographical or travel 
genre as ti-li (geography) books. However, the fact that the term "bibliography 
under geographical headings" (ti-li chih chi Ji!Jl!l1ziB) is used following the 
introduction of past names suggests that usage of the term ti-li was gradually 
becoming dominant. 

Further, within the Han-shu lllf (History of the Han Dynasty), I-wi!n 
chih ~Xii\; (Bibliographical Section) (ea. 82 A.D.), which is the oldest publi• 
cation list extant today, the previously mentioned Shan-hai ching is placed 
within the category of Hsing-fa %it; (Divination according to form) in the 
section on Shu-shu liieh Jl)(ffiID(c\ (Calculation), including the Kung-eke ti-hsing, 
20 chapters 1PeJi!JM=.-t!/li along with four other works. Works which seem· 
ingly are of a topographical or traveloguic character are not listed even in 
other sections. It is possible that works of this type were still few in number. 
Under the heading of Wu-hsing :Jiff (The Five Elements) in the section on 
Calculation, we may see the title of K'an·yii chin-k'uei, 14 chapters J;!;~,&1!1 
'f-£1,J!/li; from the notation made therein by Yen Shih-ku iH!ilJ'i"i' (581-645) of 
T'ang, to wit: "Hsii Shen states that k'an is the basic principle of Heaven 

and that yii is the basic principle of Earth" if'hli:~, J;!;::Rilt ..,Ji!JJll'-1!!,, it is 
not difficult to imagine that this work was connected with geomancy. The 
aforementioned Kung-che ti•hsing also may be taken for a work of geomancy, 
judging by its title; its not being entered within the Five Elements heading 
possibly indicates that the concept of the Five Elements was still in an in• 
complete state. 

The publication list in the Bibliographical Section of the Sui-shu was 
later transferred to the T'ang-shu Ji!llf (History of the T'ang Dynasty), Ching· 
chih chih i,i'l,'/i;t (Bibliographical Section) (945 A.D.). Here the works con• 
nected with topography and travel are placed under the Ti-li lei ti!lW:©1 (Geog• 
raphy Category) of Shih-lu ,le.~ (the Section on History); the categorical place· 
ment has been made clearer. On the other hand. works concerning geomancy 
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were grouped under the Wu-hsing lei lifi!li/i (Five Elements Category) within 
the Tzu-lu 'fiii/,, a heading for books dealing with all kinds of thought systems; 
within this category, close to ten different types of works on grave placement 
are recognized, including the Ch'ing-wu-tzu 'i/r.\%-'f, Tsang-ching 'W~, Tsang
shu ti-mo ching 'Wi!Jt!l~~, etc. In the Hsin T'ang-shu jil,i\'JI (New History 
of the T'ang Dynasty), l-wen chih illi::iz:71:-, compiled by Ou-yang Hsiu ll'i;l!!Mill' of 
Sung (1060), are added many works of the T'ang period which had failed to 
appear in the T'ang-shu, Ching-chi chih. Here also, in the Five Elements Cate
gory, some works of feng-shui j\7_/( incorporating the word ti-li in their titles 

are recorded, including Ta-t'ang ti-li ching *r,!!'Jt!llllll,li;, Wu-yin ti-li ching 
]itf:t!gfJI!.~, etc. From this evidence it seems that the use of ti-li in titles of 
feng-shui works began in the T'ang period, and furthermore that this trend 
strengthened and became common from the beginning of the Sung period. In 
the Five Elements Category of the Sung-shih $~ (History of the Sung 
Dynasty), I-wen chih \'i::iz:71:- (1345), the word ti-li is used in the titles of a total 
of twenty-two kinds of works, including Ti-li san-pao ching Jt!lllll='il~, Ti-li 
cheng-ching JliJJlllIE~, Ti-li k'ou-chileh !illl!loil,,t, etc. However, as before, the 
heading of topography and travel are called Ti-li lei (Geography Category). 
Here we may see works in which ti-li appears in the title, for example the 
San-tai Ti-li chih =~Jt!lJl.ll.71.; and Ti-li lun J{ljlll[Jll, by Chia Tan l!Ut of T'ang, 
the Ching-te Ch'ao-ling ti-li chi J!l:~li!ll~!11!Jll!ie by Hsing Ping JmJ,:;, the Ti-li 
wu-lung pi-fa :111Jllll1.tl!~1't•l.is by Mao Chien 'f!Wi, the Ti-li tsung-kao Jt!lllll,tl~ 
by Hsueh Chang-chou il1Viit1-I-I, etc. The work of Mao Chien may clearly be 
considered as a type of fi!ng-shui writing, judging from the title; it may have 
been mistakenly put into this category, but the other works cannot be regarded 
as connected with divination. These facts seem to indicate that topographical 
works having objective description as their aim, and feng~shui works of a 
divinatory content, were in coexistence. Indeed it is usually possible to guess 
from the full titles of the works which of the two categories they fell into, so 
probably not much confusion arose in actuality. However, we cannot easily 
pass over the fact that the same word ti~li came to be used in category headings 
for works of different content. 

As mentioned earlier, ti~li as a term means none other than true state of 
things on earth; but which aspect of the true state of things will be perceived is 
a question to be. decided by the orientation of the interests of the term's user. 
When Pan Ku or Chia Tan used the word Ti-li chih, they undoubtedly had 
in mind a description of the land to be utilized as material for political and 
military operations; whereas for the geomancer, there is no question but that 
ti-li was the very appearance of the land, as a means of deciding the sites of 
houses or graves. Tu Yu t±{:/:i of T'ang states in the introduction to Tung

tien jffi!J\\, Chapter 171, Chou-chun flHlG: 

"Many are the works of literature telling about ti-li. The meaning of ti-li 
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is to distinguish between the various regions, to clarify their history, to 
recognize important areas from a military stand-point, and to observe the 
feng-t'u (wind and land)." fL 1§Jt!l:f!l1'/lf-b~. tE~Jl']l[J,!Z, 'li!\'5111c, J;o]!l!',!f, ~ll<\ 
±. 

Here, he considers ti-li as being knowledge of importance in politics and mili
tary affairs; but in the last phrase, "observe the wind and land", it is possible 
that he may be implying a geomantic meaning.2l 

In any event, it must be concluded that the concept of ti-li in Chinese 
popular society was ambiguous and vague, and that the meaning of the word 
was different in its administrative and popular usages. To be sure, the earth 
which formed tbe object of geomancers' divinations, fulfilling the needs of the 
people, was not merely a fanciful realm in which reality was ignored. In 
exactly what way, then, was the earth perceived through the technique of 
fi!ng-shui? 

2. The Earth as "Dragon" 

As mentioned at first, the terminology relating to fi!ng-shui is difficult to 
understand, and the content of these works, with their ever-ambiguous expla
nations, far surpasses my poor understanding.3l Therefore, I wish to set aside 
the question of divinatory technique itself, and to focus on the "dragon" 
which is prominent in such technical terms are lung-shen l~$r, lung-hsiieh 
1i~1', lung-sha n:i,J;, and lung-shui 'i~7Jc 

The content of general works on feng-shui from ancient times has been 
substantially identical. In the Ti-li chi!ng-tsung Jt!l:f!l11Dle;, Chapter 11, Shan
lung yu-li!i Wff~JIBJ!i'i, written in 1814 by Chiang Kuo ifillilll, we find: 

"The kan-lung Jii1'1i~ (main or trunk dragon) is the major vein of the 
dragon. From the dragon trunk the dividing of the branches is just the 
same as the dividing of branches on a tree. The chih-lung tH~ (subsidiary 
or branch dragon) is the divided veins of the dragon. There are distinc
tions of great and small among the chih-lung." Jii1'1i~1"r, il!tz.1Ellh\iJ2. 11rn
iszl11', il!l*;z.53-t.!il11'. iszll~1"r, Jl!;z.53-llh\ill. f2ll~i!F'1f::k,};z.il'f. 

This indicates that there was a systematic order in the undulations of the 
earth which they had likened to a dragon. This is a fundamental idea in fi!ng
shui technique; the fact that the mental association with a dragon did not 
arise merely from an external view of meandering mountain ranges, but that 
the existence of underground watercourses was also in their minds, is clearly 
attested by the following words recorded by Chiang Kuo: 

"The joining points of the shan-lung Llilli': (dragon as mountainous land) 
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are situated in the mountains and have no direct connection with water
ways. However, the waterways are as the blood vessels of the mountain, 
and flow and stop in accordance with the dragon." W!Usf'f':/EW, j/il_7j(i!\s 
j/il_, ~7.KnWL.illlllli\, l!l!J~rr.tl:. 

VVhen the land relief, including subterranean conditions, is likened to a 
dragon, the entire area of the country becomes a series of small or large re
clining dragons, that is, of chih-lung (subsidiary dragons) or kan-lung (main 
dragons). Leaving the subsidiary dragons temporarily aside, how did they 
visualize the location of the main dragons ? According to an entry in the 
Han-lung ching /1,l/,Ul!, T'ung-lun p'ien 1\/E~ll,, by Yang I m1;, of T'ang, often 
quoted in fi!ng-shui texts: 

"Mt. K'un-lun !i!W is the backbone of Heaven and Earth, and is a huge 
thing which corresponds the center of Heaven. It is like the backbone 
and the neck bone of a man. The four limbs coming out thereform are the 
dragons and are sharply protruding. These four limbs are divided into 
the four realms, and stretch out in the four directions of east, west, 
south and north. The northwest direction begins with Mt. K'ung-t'ung 
~J/[frrj far in the distance; to the east, where Korea is reached, there is a 
borderland with a vague and shadowy region. The dragon which stretches 
to the south is divided into several parts after entering China. The bends 
of the Yellow River ~~ correspond to the large intestine of a human 
being; the bends of the Yantzekiang jj/;'flI correspond to the bladder.''4 ) 

li!;/iiill~X>~'it, 'P~x,t,1"§4/zl, PoA'l\'Wj!il_JJf!fti,, :i.tlli'.91&il~'J\e7[, l'.91&5J'i:i1 
ggj!l:ffl,, Jil~tl1':i"i1"1'.9i'R. i"i~ti'i1l1r]J!(;:;1ii;1!,!, )1':J..='.f'Jf,, ~i!i'~. •['lfs11Wlil~J..'Plllll, 
5t *?iii!* ill'% . J!il' /iiJ :h illl 1"*11!b, J I I lIJm i111 J.,; llii IDt . 

It is thought that of the veins of earth stretching away from Mt. K'un-lun 
in the four directions, the one ·which stretches into China subsequently divides 
into many subsidiary ranges. An explanation with concrete place names is 
provided in the chapter entitled P'o-chiin-chin !J!il!i'.SE; but as it would be a 
troublesome matter to quote this passage as it stands, I will cite the note of 
Chiang Kuo in Ti-li ching-tsung, Chapter 3, which gives a summarized ex
planation. It reads as follows: 

"The body of the dragon of China is a single vein travelling south from 
.\,ft, K'un-lun. It then divides into three kan-lun (main dragons); be
tween them are the Yellow River and the Yangtzekiang which provide 

their boundaries.'' 'PlllllllHL a liH'iiJiltli-llit Y.£-=*iltn~, 'Pt.J/iiJiI=* 
7.K1" ff/- . 

In other words, the single vein beginning at Mt. K'un-lun divides into 
three kan-lun within the country of China; and the rivers responsible for this 
division are the two great rivers, the Yellow River and the Yangtzekiang. I 
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Fig. 1. Chung-kuo san-ta kan -lung tsung-lan chih t'u in the ]en-tzu hsu-chih ti-li 
hsin-hsueh (Edition of 1584) . 

mentioned before that "dragons" in the feng-shui are categorized by their con
nection with water; it may be noted that the courses of the great rivers are 
consulted for validation of the arrangement and direction of the "dragons". 

The text which most zealously advances the theory of san-ta kan-lung 
=*~f~ (three great main dragons), which is in effect a rough theory of 
topography, is the Jen-tzu hsu-chih ti-li hsin-hsueh A T~~D:tt!flJ_,t,~, written 
by the brothers Hsii Shan-chi ~~*I and Hsti Shan-shu 1~~~ of the Ming 
pi!riod (published 1566).5 > In the Chapter I, not only statements from ancient 
feng-shui texts, but also the opinions of the priest I-hsing ~ff of T'ang, Chu 
Hsi ¼:;: of Sung, etc., are quoted and discussed in detail, under headings 
such as Lun K'un-lun wei chu-shan chih tsu iifa-~~itffi!liziil§. (Argument that 
Mt. K'un-lun is the Parent of All Mountains), Tsung-lun Chung-kuo chih shan 
~~tj::tmz!li (Resume of the Mountains of China), Lun shan-ho liang-chieh 
iifa-Ll!{PJjJ:r,j7JX:, Lun san-ta kan-lung iifa-=*~~t Lun nan-t'iao kan-lung mo-lo 
~wJ{~~~~~~, Lun chung-t'iao kan-lung mo-lo iifa-tj::t~i*~~~~ , Lun pei-t'iao 
kan-lung mo-lo ~~t{~*i~~~, etc. I feel that the work of contrasting the 
argument with the actual topography and judging the merits or otherwise of 
various opinions is not of particular importance; therefore I will mention the 
Chung-kuo san-ta kan-lung tsung-lan chih t'u tj::tm=*~-n~!~~ z[ij (A Concep
tual Scheme of the Three Dragon Systems of China), which appears in the 

• same book and may be regarded as the conclusion of the Hsii brothers' argu-
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ment. A study of this map shows that in spite of the caption, the kan-lung 
are not depicted; only the four great rivers (the Yellow River, the Yangtze
kiang, the Huai )l River, and the Han ill,; River) are emphasized without 
any clear intention. As I have already mentioned, the concept of dragon 
veins is one which cannot be separated from water, and it may be said that 
the map indicates this fact directly and in a visually appealing form, Further
more, in each of the aforementioned headings beginning with the Lun K'un
lun wei chu-shan chih tsu ~lfil~fe.];i/fWziiill., the Shui-ching chu 7.Kml± (Com
mentary on the TVaterways Classic) is quoted again and again, indicating that 
the discussion of the dragon veins (that is, earth veins) was at the sam_e time a 
discussion of watercourses. 

In any case, the Hsu brothers' topographical theory, along with this map, 
seems to have drawn the attention of many people. The accounts and map 
are reproduced in the two great illustrated encyclopediae of the Ming period, 
the San-ts'ai t'u-hui =::tillil1lr of Wang Ch'i 3:Jfi (published 1609) and the T'u
shu pien lll!li!if!lli of Chang Huang '11!'/l'i (published 1613). The former work 
cites the map and the section on Tsung-lun Chung-kuo chih shan in its 
Ti-li, Chapter 16; the latter (Chapter 30) contains a total of five related 
chapters, including the map and the four chapters beginning with the Lun 
san-ta kan-lung

1 
and also the Tsung-lun Chung-kuo chih shan1 which seems 

to be directly quoted from the San-ts'ai t'u-hui. 
As is also quoted in the topographical theory of the Hsu brothers, a 

general grasp of Chinese topography ,vas attempted by the priest-astronomer 
I-hsing of T'ang (lay name Chang Sui ')lif!l!;, 683-727) and by the inventor 
of the so-called Chu Hsi Theory, Chu Hsi (1130-1200) of Sung, Feng-shui 
ideas are very conspicuous in the case of Chu Hsi; but as the theory of I-hsing 
has a somewhat different aspect, I shall examine it here. 

3. The Earth and Ching-lo il!iltiJ\ 

I would like to quote here a portion of Priest I-hsing's Shan-ho liang
chieh W/iilffill!t theory as published in the Hsin T'ang-shu fin'fil (New History 
of the T'ang Dynasty), T'ien-wen chih 3''lCt' (Astronomical Section): 

"I-hsing regards the circumstances of the mountains and rivers of the 
earth as being comprised of two systems (chieh :!ft). 6l One of these takes 
in the yin ~ o! ti-lo t-tllii(!i ol Mt. Chung-nan ~i¥i beginning with Mt. San
wei :c:Fc; and Mt. Chi-shih ffiE, reaching to ML T'ai-hua ;/!:}/a1 in the east; 
it crosses the Yellow River, and stretches north to the mountains of Lei
shou 'ifll:f, Chih-chu reEtl:, Wang-wu ::E/,t, and T'ai-hsing i::rr, reaching 
the west of 1\1t. Ch'ang 1lt' and then turning east here and following the 
Great Wall before going on to Hui-mo 11,J!lj and Korea, This system is 
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called Pei-chi ⇒t*B, and is considered the southern limit of the barbarian 
tribes of the North. The southern system begins at Mt. Min Ill; and 
Mt. Po-meng Ulilf~, and takes in the yang [l!:l of ti-lo facing toward the 
east and reaching to Mt. T'ai-hua; it links together the mountains Shang 
il'li, Hsiung-erh ~~Jf, Wai-fang jj.:/J, Tung-po 11'1:ffi, etc. From Mt. Sl1ang
lo J:m. it curves south and crosses the Yangtzekiang and the Han River; 
passes through Mts. Wu-tang Ji,\f, and Ching ,'!iJ to reach the south of Mt. 
HE'ng and then curving to the east and flanking the mountain frontier 
before reaching to East Ou Ji[lilli and Middle Min rl!l't'. This system is 
known as Nan-chi T¥i"*E and is regarded as the northern limit of the bar
barian tribes of the South." ml-f.f l:,.\1ll;, 3':TW/illzi'f/f-".l'-ffil!!<:. ~tlli<:§ =:fc; • 
iJE, :i'lJ°iti¥J:lt!lall\z~. )![&:fr:¥, ~/ill, ~1!r§ . 1!£1t. :EJ,t. ::t:rr, ⇒tM#W 
z:/'i, 7Yll.:!llll!i\lJ_li, :s,i,liij · i!lli!'f. :llJij ⇒t*B- m U!!,xJ)(t!!,. i¥il!!<: El IJJ;W · -~. 
J'l.Jt!lall\zl\ll, Ji[&::t:¥, i!l!il'liW · ll~lf · jj.:!J · 11'1:ffi, EiJ:ii'rffi, j,,\i'[ • ~. ~~ 
fr· clf'iJW, ~r~l\ll, 7'.J)i[!illit~, ~Ji[]i[ · IMl't' · Jl"J;ffi*B- mU!!!ll!i&. 

The two mountains San-,vei .=::m:; and Chi-shih ffl1:I were thought to be moun
tains originally of the Yellow River source region. Thus it is said that there 
are two mountain ranges: one beginning in that area and proceeding east, 
crossing the Yellow River on its way and following the T'ai-hsing ;k_ff range 
to the north, paralleling the Great Wall before reaching Manchuria and Ko
rea; the other proceeding east from the region of Mt. l\!Iin ~~ in the northwest 
part of Ssii-ch'uan giJJII Province and turning south at Mt. Sl1ang-lo J:ii,, cross
ing the Han River ~7j( and Yangtzekiang ,&Ffi'C before continuing on to Fu
chien fri~ Province. After this description, it is explained that the source of 
the Yellow River is in the starting point of Pei-chi ~tfB and that of the Yangtze
kiang in that of Nan-chi jij*B; from this it is probable that I-hsing took the 
suggestion that the originating points of the two ranges are determined by 
the source points of the nvo great rivers of China. There is no reference made 
here to Mt. K'un-lun, nor is there any use of terms incorporating the word 
"dragon". However, from the term ti-lo riJlall\ (earth fiber) it seems that this 
theory is not simply an external view of visible mountain features, but that 
subterranean conditions are also being considered. \Vhat should be noted 
above all is the fact that the Three Great :Main Dragons common in fi!ng-shui 
are not mentioned here; rather the Northern and Southern Ranges are made 
to cross the Yellow River and the Yangtzekiang. It cannot be directly concluded 
from this evidence, however, that I-hsing's liang-chieh theory is completely 
unconnected with feng-shui; because various works of I-hsing of a clearly 
divinatory character, such as Ti-li eking, 15 chapters tt!ll][Kil,-t:li'll;, and Hu
lung eking, 1 chapter "l'~~Kil,-'\'l;, are entered in the aforementioned Sung
shih SK51:. (History of the Sung Dynasty), Bibliographical Section, Five Elements 
Category.7l 

It is not clear whether the depicting of ti-lo on maps was practiced during 
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Fig. 2. Tang 1-hsing shan-ho liang-chieh t'u in the Li-tai ti-li chih-chang t'u (Edition 
of ea. 1140, Toyo Bunko Library). 

the T'ang dynasty, but we can see an example in the Sung dynasty. It is the 
, T'ang 1-hsing shan-ho liang-chieh t'u ~-fiLL!roJffiwt[I, appearing in the Li
tai ti-li chih-chang t'u ffi!rtt-tlffJJ:1.fg1t[I by Shui An-Ii m~ml of the Northern 
Sung dynasty; 8) here the mountains are depicted as joining together into 
northern and southern ranges (Pei-chi and Nan-chi). (See Fig. 2.) The map 
used as the basis for the drawing is none other than that appearing in other 
historical maps in the same work, and is also used in its entirety in a related 
article in the Hsing T'ang-shu; thus it is not difficult to imagine that the origi
nal was revised by Shui An-Ii. 

What is the original meaning of lo ~ in the term ti-lo? Literally, the 
character lo is "vein" or "line". Why this term and concept should have 

come to mind in the systematization of the country's topography, is the 
problem which concerns us here; in this connection we must remember that 
lo is a technical term prominent in the field of medicine. According to old 
texts of Chinese medicine, namely the Huang-ti nei-ching, Su wen and Ling-
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TABLE I. Contrast of Chillg-mo ~~ and Chbtg·shui .@7]c 

Main Vessels Main Rivers Viscera & BowelJ Remarks (ii¥ illc) (lit,j<) 

Foot Great Yang Ch•ing-shui Bladder this river is a tributary of the Han 
(IE:.tlli!) (f,1!7)() acc. to Shan-hai ching !lJmE~ Ch. 2, 

Foot Lesser Yang ,vei-shui Gall Bladder name of river is in Yil-kung ~Jt. (fE,J,111!) (il/17.k) 
Foot "Sunlight" Hai-shui Stomach 

(!Elli!!ll) (i!tr:7.k) 
Foot Great Yin Hu-shui Spleen this river i_s a tributary of Yellow R. 

(IE:.t~) (l\117.k) acc. to Shan-hai ching !lJ~~ Ch. 5. 
Foot Lesser Yin Ju-shui 

(!,!,J,~) (11,:,.k) 
Kidneys Ju-shui entered in Shan-hai ching. 

Foot Absolute Yin Mien-shui Liver name of river is in Yil-kung. ()Ell)(~) (l"j7_k) 
Hand Great Yang Huai-shui Small Intestine ,, 

('f:.tlli!) ()i,.k) 
Hand Lesser Yang T'a-shui Three Burning I ,, 

('f,J,111!) (ii!l,.k) Spaces (:::O/a;) 
Hand "Sunlight" Chiang-shui Large Intestine ,, 

('fl1J!!ll) ( i'[,.k) 
Hand Great Yin Ho-shui Lungs ,, 

('f:.t~) (/iil1)() 
Hand Lesser Yin Chi-shui Heart ,, 

('f,J,~) (ii!!7.k) 
Hand H.sin-chu Chang-shui .

1 

Pericardium this river is a tributary of Yellow R. ,, 
('f,C,,::t) (/li!7J() (,Ug) acc. to Shan-hai ching !lJ~~ Ch. 3. I 

shu 'l/i:'lil'P'l~*r"i • '.!ll!tll!and Chi!n-chiu chia-i ching !ii!<il:i:EJ'Z,~, there are twelve 
ching-mo ~!IF< (main vessels) running through the human body; the subsidiary 
vessels are called lo-rno *%Iii\, and both types together are called ching-lo 
~il¥.i-. 9l These terms seem in different contexts to signify nerves, blood vessels, 
lymph vessels, and occasionally muscles. It is possible that I-hsing hypothe
sized these ching-lo as existing in the structure of the earth as ,vell. From 
ancient times, the Chinese people were convinced of the relation in basic 
principle and function among heaven, earth, and man, and concern for 
astronomy and geography was emphasized in medicine; this fact is clearly 
borne out by the follmving passage from the Huang-ti nei-ching) Su-wen, Chap
ter 20, Ch'i-chiao pien-ta lun !i\\31'!!1:ldi: 

"It is written in books of long ago that the original tao (basic principle) 
endures for a long time when ,ve look up and know the t'ien-wi?n (phe
nomena of heaven), look down and know the ti-li (patterns of the land), 
and know also the conditions of the human world between the tvw. This is 
verily the case, The Yellow Emperor 'l/(i/il' asked, What does this mean? 
Ch'i Po 1"3t{i'l answered: Originally the ch'i le\ (breath) is located in speci
fic places. VVhen it is located in the heavens, it is the t'ien-wi?n; when it is 
located on the earth, it is ti-li. The pervading changes in human ch'i are 
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the world of human beings." ..!::~El, ':i:'ill"l!I', ..l::io:R?t, T5'011!!Jl!l, 9"5'0A 

*' i'iJtJ:ll!:~. rrcz~IH!l.. 1!fEI, WITT!i!l., ~{SEI, ;,is:W:,/l):i!l.. /ll::Ro/lr'Rxm. /l): 
ti!lo/lr JI!! lll! ill. . ilii ~AW:. z il?{-1:,o/lf A *ill. . 

Knowledge of the rhythms of the universe and of the vicissitudes of natural 
features were considered indispensable prerequisites for the understanding of 
human physiology and the curing of illness.10l Similarly, in the opposite case, 
anatomical knowledge of the human body would have provided some clues to 
the understanding of the earth's structure; we know this by the fact that an 
idea of equivalence was prevalent between the twelve vessels of the human 
!body and the rivers of the land. In the aforementioned medical works (ex
cepting the Su-wen) and in the I-luang-ti nei-ching, T'ai-su jl\''riff'l~:k~, 
Chapter 5, Shih-erk shui +=7K thought to be from the same sources as the 
Other works, we find: 

"The twelve main vessels (of the body) correspond to the twelve ching
shui (important rivers) of the outer world. Also they belong respectively 
to the five 'viscera' and the six 'bowels'." ~llli\-r=:;/l';i'f--i'i~+=~7Jc, ,'afl 
!Jli~nf.i<:t;lff. 

The names of the great rivers corresponding to the twelve vessels (six each 
in arms and legs) are given as shown in Table I. I-lai-shui i'fij7]'( as used in 
this instance is explained by Yang Shang-shan mJ:'i'i as ssu-hai grJif'il, i.e. the 
ocean.11 l However, in the same chapter of the T'ai-su) Ssil-hai-ho [!Bmfi?t, we 
read: 

"In the human body also, there are four seas and twelve ching-shui (main 
rivers), and these twelve main rivers all flow into the seas." }..i!J'iJgrJi'fij-f

=~7Jc. +=m¥7Jc;/I', tl'/±:b{i'fil, 

Yang Shang-shan himself notes, "The twelve ching-shui all flow into the East
earn Sea." -r=:i!'i,7]'(;/1', tl'/±W//iE. Thus there is a distinct possibility that 
Hai-shui was actually the name of a river.12 l Nloreover, it should not be neces
sary to state that the character shui 71( 1 when used in proper names of locali
ties, does not refer to the liquid element "water" but to a river. It is difficult 
to understand, given the concept of "vessels", why the Yang-ming ma ll!\ll!lll!li\ 
("Sunlight" vessel) of the foot is alone in corresponding not to a river but to 
.ssU-hai "ocean". Among the rivers chosen to correspond to the twelve vessels, 
there are those of which we cannot say which rivers they presently are. How
ever, there is probably no need to spend effort in this identification, the reason 
being that there have probably been errors in copying, and that names of 
rivers may differ according to period; also that we must consider the possibility 
of different rivers having the same name. In effect, it is sufficient to under-
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stand that the twelve rivers mentioned correspond to ching-mo (main vessels) 
and not to lo-ma (subsidiary vessels), and thus were the main rivers of China 
known at that time when the literature was compiled. In the aforementioned 
medical works, a theory of geomancy based on Five Elements thought is also 
advanced; however, I will not touch on it here, as it is but distantly related 
to the main discussion. 

Conclusion 

The land relief of any particular village or district is something anyone 
can observe in actuality; but to visualize the topography of China in its en
tirety, maps with details of watercourses are necessary above all. In fact, ever 
since the I-lung ching llH~~' written by Yang I tll,:la; of T'ang, reference to 
yii-t'u Jil',l!il (maps) has been described in works of fi!ng-shui, 13 ) and. we have 
no reason to believe that any exceptions have existed among geomancers. That 
maps with accurate watercourses, <:1.nd also with emphasis on the continuity 
of mountain ranges, already existed in the second century B.C., is eloquently 
indicated by the maps discovered at Ma-wang Tai .~3::;lt.14l It is possible that 
the idea of "vessels" in the land may have been brought to mind by this kind 
of map; or on the other hand, as we have already seen, this idea may have 
been a projection onto the land of the system of "vessels" in the human body. 
In regard to these points, another field remains to be investigated: this is the 
conformity of the representation and concept between the geomantic term 
hsiieh (lung-hsueh t~1,, "hole") and the term of hs'ileh 1' (hole) used in the 
medical sciences of acupuncture and moxibustion. Unfortunately there is no 
roorn to do more than point this out before bringing my article to a close. 

(This article contains the essentials of an oral presentation given 
at the l.G.C. Col!oquium on the History of Geographical Thought, 
Kyoto, 1980.) 

Noles 

1) The original text and readings are according to the Iwanami Bunko edition (1969). 
2) Chang Ching ~~. in his introduction to 1550 edition of the Yil-sui chin-ching :Em!~~ 

by Chang Tung-hsiian 5ff[Rjj{ of Sung, states: 
"Commonly, the purpose of studying ti-li is tn participa_te in the fundamental 
principles 0£ politics, and to contribute to education, and it is effective at times 
when we assist, or help to bring to fruition. That is to say, it is a field in which 
wise men first put their efforts; and is the first step of Confucius in investigating 

the trnth." :llsJ1!l!!Zll>, fillBS/illll, @J,\it, flil'!!tr,ii:$ilifllliil:o/i/Jr'lif. 7Jl!\1Az/Jr,lilil?As 
11i'iii:!lillllz:kit/iafil. ' 

This makes clear the view that ti-li was first and foremost an important branch of 
knowledge connected with politics and morals. 
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3) The following are the most recent publications dealing with feng-shui: 
Kuan Feng-hsiang mffiJJJ';J~: K'an-yu-hsileh yuan-li ~J4~)Jj0:!l:!., Pao-p'u-chai's f?J.~:Mf 

private publication, 1971. · 
Bennett, S. J.: Patterns of the Sky and Earth: A Chinese Science of Applied Cos

mology, in: Chinese Science, Vol. 3, 1978, pp. 1-26. 

4). · Because the meaning is hard to follow and there are many calligraphic errors in any 
feng-shui work by Yang I, I have followed the text included in the Cheng-chueh-lou 
ts'ung-k'o .IEW:IU!itU (1883), which is regarded as being relatively free of errors. 

5) I have not looked the edition of Chia-ching ;If$ 45 (1566), however, according to the 
preface by Hsii Shan-chi, published by Chiin-men Chao-yeh 1![F,ffi~ in Wan-Ii .)ff 
12 (1584) (the Naikaku Bunko Library p'glffl3t*, National Archives, Tokyo), the year of 
first publication is definitely 1566. Other edition held in the Naikaku Bunko is enlarged. 
The titles vary according to the circumstances of publication; however, owing to lack 
of space, I must reluctantly omit further bibliographical details. 

6) The character chieh tJx (translated as "system", also meaning "admonition"), present in 
the term "northern and southern chieh", probably includes the idea that these areas 
should be vigila:q.t against the northern and southern barbarian tribes, as mentioned in 
the succeding passage. As a Buddhist priest, I-hsing probably also had in mind the 
_Five Precepts (wu-chieh lit.IX) of Buddhism. 

7) Aside from these two works, over ten more kinds are listed in the Five Elements Category 
bearing the name of Priest I-hsing, including some unrelated to geomancy. Along with 
I-hsing, the famous astronomer Li Ch'un-£eng :$i-$Jl. of T'ang has many works entered 
under this hea«:ling. Clearly both men were deeply involved in divination as well as in 
their own fields. Indeed, this is probably to be expected; as the sciences of astronomy, 
meteorology and geography doubtless would not have existed · apart from divination at 
that time. 

8) For the formation and bibliography of publication of the Li-tai ti-li chih-chang t'u 
itself,. readers are referred to my article, Chugoku ni okeru Rekishi-Chizu no Hensen 
i=pm [C.;J:ol't ~~51:Jtgfl]<l)~~ (A History of the Historical Cartography in China) in the 
To-So Jidai no Gyosei-Keizai Chizu no Sakusei Kenkyu Seika Hokokusho m*~ft<7.)fij& 
~~j:jgfl]<7.){'flHiFf~nx*~EW (Historico-Cartogmphical Studies on the Administration 
and the Economy of China in the T'ang and Sung Dynasti,es), edited by Chofii Nunome 

W El ffl~, 1981, pp. 1-38. 

9) Regarding the ·Hua,ng-ti nei-ching, the following works are cited as a reference: 
Veith, I.: Huang-ti nei-ching, Su-wen: The Yellow Emperor's Classic of Internal 

Me,dicine, New Edition, 1966. 

~ Yamada, K.: The Formation of the Huang-ti nei-ching, in: Acta Asi,atica, 36, 1979, 
pp. 67-89. 

10) The Greek Hippokrates also mentioned the need for any true study of medicine to 
take into account the seasons, wind, water, location, etc. (See Hipokwr:atesu Zenshu 
t. ;f, 7 7 7 ;:z.~~. Japanese trans. by Yutaka Kon A,:r@ 1931, p. 291) However, his empha
sis was always on the influence of the natural environment on the.human condition and 
on illness; this was not the same as the correlation between heaven, earth and man which 
formed the basis for yin/yang thought. (This note is to serve as a belated answer to the 
question put at my oral presentation during the I.G.C. Colloquium on the History of 
Geographical Thought, Kyoto, 1980, by Professor Anne Buttimer, Clark University, U.S.A., 
regarding the relationship with Hippocratic medicine.) 

11) Huang-ti nei-ching, T'ai-su, Chapter 5, Shih-erh-shui, Yang Shang-shan's note. 

12) An identical article appears i~ the Ling-shu, Chapter 6, Hai-lun m~ifli: here we find 
"The main rivers all flow into the sea" ~7](~, ~ti:Jnm. 

13) For example, it is written in the I-lung ching, Chapter 1, "Mainly we think of the courses 
of rivers according to the maps" :9f;~:'4fllfl.7j(~, "A detailed exposition is necessary 
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above the maps" '4lllz.J:~,WJffijij, and other similar passages. Also, the ]en-tsu hsu-chih 
ti-li hsin-hsueh, Chapter I, has "Now, as we ponder while looking at the maps ... :• 
4-tl.'4lll~z in two different places. 

14) See my article, Chizugaku-teki Kenchi yori suru Maotai Shutsudo Chizu no Kent<'> jjgjlij 
¥a9J!j&J:: !J --,~.~.:E:lt/:1:l±:l,!giluv~tt (The Two Han Maps Discovered at Ma-wang 
Tui: A Cartographical Study), in: Toho Gakuho Jlf:151':¥~ (Journal of Oriental Studies), 
Kyoto, No. 51, 1979, pp. 59-82. 


